LET'S COLOR GÜVEN USTA!
Dear Friends,
never pass the safety line!
When you see the red colored “Don’t Drink” sign, you should never drink that water.
Dear friends,
watching warning signs is the simplest
measure against the hazards.
This sign is for emergency exit. We will use this exit in case of fire.
Dear Friends,

We have to sit in the right position for our health

Color right and wrong according to number

[Diagram showing correct and incorrect positions to sit]
You should use pedestrian crossing and pavements which are safe for everyone.
Dangerous object exists in construction sites. We have to put on our helmets in order to protect ourselves against those objects.
Dear Friends, You have to ask for help from competent and expert people. Thus you can protect yourself and your equipment.
By watching caution and warning signs, you can stay away from harmful chemicals.
Dear Friends,
Firefighting equipment are always red colored. Putting them on suitable and accessible place is very important.
You have to care other people
When you are taking precaution for yourself
Dear friends,
If you learn right principles for carrying and lifting,
You can protect your health.
First aid kits are very important. They must be filled with proper materials completely be located on apparent and accessible places.
Dear Friends!

The first measure for providing safety is to inform authorities immediately in case of danger.
Dear Friends!

In order to stay away from dangers inside home, you have choose playground carefully.
Dear Friends!
You can protect yourself from injuries by being careful, when playing on areas like stairs.